We examine and analyze the physical processes that should be taken into account when modeling young type-Ia supernova remnants (SNRs) with ages of several hundred years, in which there are forward (propagating into an interstellar medium) and reverse (propagating into ejecta) shock waves. It is shown, that the energy losses in the metalrich ejecta can be essential for remnants already at this stage of evolution. The influence of electron thermal conduction and the rate of the energy exchange between electrons and ions on the temperature distribution and the X-radiation from such remnants is studied. The data for Tycho SNR from the XMM-Newton space X-ray telescope have been employed for the comparison of calculations with observations. ⋆ sorokina@sai.msu.su
Introduction
Numerical simulations of supernova remnants (SNRs) have been conducted already long ago. However, since the physics of these objects is very complex, it has not yet been completely included in any computer program in the world. Moreover, different physical processes can be essential at different stages of evolution.
In this paper, we will consider young SNRs that have swept up interstellar gas with a mass of the order the ejecta mass during their expansion after the supernova explosion. Two shock waves are formed in the SNR at this evolutionary phase. One shock propagates outside, into the interstellar medium, thus increasing the mass of the swept up gas, while the other travels inward through the supernova ejecta cooled because of the adiabatic expansion. This reverse reheats the ejecta to temperatures of 10 7 -10 9 K. Thus, an additional opportunity appears to study the matter ejected during the supernova explosion, to investigate the distribution of density, of chemical elements and, possibly, to better understand the physics of explosion.
Self-similar solutions for this stage of evolution were proposed more than two decades ago by Nadyozhin (1981 Nadyozhin ( , 1985 and Chevalier (1982) . These solutions do correctly predict the overall hydrodynamic structure of a young SNR and formation of shocks in it. However, many physical processes, without which it is not possible to accurately predict peculiarities of SNR radiation, are not taken into account in those solutions. For example, the self-similar solutions ignore the role of unsteady ionization in SNR hydrodynamics. The ionization depends on the entire previous evolution, and it is very essential for young SNRs, since it takes more than several hundred years to establish ionization equilibrium there. Therefore, numerical simulations with account of nonequilibrium processes are necessary for the quantitative understanding of the details of SNR radiation.
The realization of this fact has led to the appearance of many works, aimed at studying the influence of various physical processes in SNRs (time-dependent ionization, possible difference in temperatures of electrons and ions, the influence of radiative losses, the account of electron thermal conduction and nonthermal particles). Here we make reference only to works on hydrodynamic modeling of the Tycho SNR. Without claiming to present a complete list, we summarize these works in Table 1 by specifying which physical processes were taken into account in each of them.
The time-dependent ionization was considered in all cited papers, but its coupling to hydrodynamics was treated quite differently. E.g., Brinkmann et al. (1989) took this coupling into account quite correctly, while Badenes et al. (2003) ignored it and employed a rather crude approximation of hydrodynamics with constant adiabatic γ.
The detailed calculation of hydrodynamic evolution was not performed only by Hamilton and Sarazin (1984b) . Instead, these authors took a self-similar solution from their previous paper (Hamilton and Sarazin 1984a) , but, at the same time, they were the only authors before our work, who took into account the radiative losses in young SNRs at the age of a few hundred years.
The following notation is used in the "T e vs. T i " column: "1T " for the works in which the electron and ion temperatures are assumed to be equal; "2T "for the works in which these temperatures are different, but become equal in most cases only through Coulomb collisions; and "3T " for the case where the electron gas is divided into two components: a hot component collisionlessly heated at the shock front by plasma instabilities and a cold component emerging behind the shock front due to particle collisions in plasma. Thermal conduction was taken into account in a self-consistent way in none of the previous works on Tycho SNR, but Itoh et al. (1988) proposed a temperature equilibration algorithm that, to some extent, simulates the action of thermal conduction.
In the present work, we include both the electron thermal conduction and the radiative losses. Our results do show that these processes can significantly change the hydrodynamic structure of a SNR. However, since the ionization is time dependent, they do not strongly affect the radiation, because the ionization rate is approximately the same for all the actually possible diversity in the temperature distribution, and the ion composition does not reach equilibrium values in several hundred years and, hence, is also similar for all temperatures.
Our calculations produce X-ray spectra and SNR surface brightness distributions under different physical assumptions in different models. We compare these results with recent observations of the Tycho SNR, for which data with high spatial and spectral resolutions from the XMM-Newton space telescope are available (Decourchelle et al. 2001 
Models of SNRs
We constructed each SNR model from two parts: the supernova ejecta and the surrounding interstellar medium. Since our main goal here was to investigate the effects of various physical processes on SNR radiation, we took only two type-Ia supernova models with markedly different properties of the ejecta:
• the classical W7 model (Nomoto et al. 1984) :
• one of the first three-dimensional models from MPA (Reinecke et al. 2002) , below we will denote it MR0: M W D = 1.38M ⊙ , E 0 = 4.6 × 10 50 ergs, M( 56 Ni) = 0.43M ⊙ .
Another essential difference between these models is the different degree of gas mixing: the mixing is very strong in MR0, so that even the outermost layers of ejecta have up to 20% of iron, while in W7 iron almost disappears already in the layer with mass coordinate 1.1M ⊙ . The simulations of light curves (Blinnikov, Sorokina 2004) have shown that the combination of different explosion energy and effectiveness of ejecta mixing is an essential factor, which yielded practically identical velocity of photosphere, and, as consequence, similar light curves for both models. One should note, however, that in UBV filters MR0 is in much better agreement with observations, while the decline rate of the bolometric light curve better agrees with W7. We assume that a crucial factor for the radiation of an optically thin SNR must be mainly the degree of mixing, which differs significantly in the used models. The reverse shock successively heats up ever deeper layers of the ejecta, and the spectral evolution of the SNR depends on the degree of mixing and the abundances of various elements. In our subsequent papers, we are planning to pay more attention to the variety of models and to clarify how the model properties can be reflected in the pattern of SNR radiation. We surrounded the ejecta by a gas at rest with cosmic composition having constant temperature (10 4 K) and density. In order for the observed XMM-Newton X-ray flux from the Tycho SNR (Decourchelle et al. 2001 ) at a distance of 2.3 kpc to be equal to the computed flux, we assumed the ambient number density to be 5 · 10 −24 /cm 3 . The computation began at the SNR age ∼ 10 yr, when the density of the model outer ejecta mesh zones exceeded the interstellar density by a factor of 10 to 100. We assumed that the ejecta "did not feel" the presence of interstellar matter and expanded adiabatically before this time.
3 Basic equations and physical processes
The equations and the method
The code supremna was developed for the solution of problem. We used this code to solve the following system of spherically symmetric differential equations in the Lagrangean coordinates:
∂X ∂t = f (T e , ρ, X).
Here u is the velocity; ρ is the density; T e and T i are the electron and ion temperatures; P e and P i are the respective pressures (taking into account artificial viscosity, see below section 3.4); E e and E i are the thermal energies per unit mass of the gas element at the Lagrangean coordinate m (corresponding to mass within a radius r) at the moment of time t; F cond is the energy flux due to the electron-electron and electron-ion thermal conduction; ν ie is the electron-ion collision frequency per unit volume; ε r is the radiation energy loss rate per unit mass of the gas element; ∂ε ion /∂t accounts for the change in specific thermal energy of gas due to the change of ionization state; X = {X HI , X HII , X HeI , . . . , X NiXXIX } is the abundance vector of all ions of all included elements relative to the total number of atoms and ions. We introduce also X e = n e /n b for the number of electrons per baryon. Below, we discuss the physical processes described by these equations and show to what extent their allowance is important when modeling the radiation in young SNRs.
To solve the system of equations (1) -(6), we used a new implicit finite-difference method that we developed. It is based on the method of lines for the equations of hydrodynamics, when the spatial derivatives are approximated by finite differences, and the emerging system of ordinary differential equations is solved by Gear-type multistep predictor-corrector methods (Gear 1971 ; see also Arushanyan, Zaletkin 1990) . Previously, we used a similar method to compute the light curves of supernovae, and its detailed description can be found in the paper by Blinnikov et al.(1998) . Our problem differs from that described by Blinnikov et al.(1998) by the absence of multigroup transfer equations (we assume the ejecta and the swept-up interstellar gas to be transparent, so any emitted photon escapes from the system). The heat exchange proceeds in the approximation of thermal conduction according to Eq.(4), which is also effectively solved by the method of lines consistent with hydrodynamics. However, compared to the work by Blinnikov et al.(1998) , the problem under consideration is significantly complicated by the need for a kinetic calculation of the ionization state for the gas in each zone.
The time it takes for ionization to reach a steady state exceeds several hundred years after the passage of the shock front through a gas element under the conditions typical of young SNRs. Therefore, the time-dependent ionization must be computed to model the radiation of historical Tycho-like SNRs. Since the radiation in the metal-rich ejecta can affect the dynamics even in young SNRs (see below), it is inadequate first to perform a hydrodynamic SNR calculation (as was done, e.g., by Badenes et al. 2003) , preserving the density and temperature history, and only then to compute the ionization state from these data. We had to include the ion kinetic calculation in the general scheme. The physical side of the kinetics of a moving multicharge plasma is described, for example, in the book by Borovskij et al.(1995) . The computational aspect of this problem is far from trivial. We solve the kinetic problem as follows by ensuring full consistency of hydrodynamics with kinetics.
At each time step the "hydrodynamic" predictor approximates the evolution of T and ρ from Eqs. (1) -(5) in each Lagrangean zone by polynomial fits up to the 4th of order in time t. Knowing ion abundances from the previous step, we obtain their new values at the following moment of time by solving the system of kinetic equations, utilizing the polynomial fits for T and ρ specified by the "hydrodynamic" predictor. We solve the equations of ion kinetics (6) by another predictor-corrector algorithm (also the Gear's method), allowing it to perform the necessary number of steps in each mesh zone for calculating the new values of abundances with the prescribed accuracy. Next, we substitute them together with the predicted values of hydrodynamic variables into the right-hand sides of the equations, with which the "hydrodynamic" corrector then works. If the results of the hydrodynamic predictor and corrector diverge then the procedure is repeated with the reduced step or order of the method. In the case of successful convergence, the possibility of an automatic increase in the step or order of the method is considered.
The calculations of kinetics were performed for all ions of 15 most abundant elements (H, He, C, N, O, Ne, Na, Mg, Al, Si, S, Ar, Ca, Fe, Ni) by taking into account the electron-impact ionization, autoionization, photo-and dielectronic recombination, and charge exchange (Arnaud and Rothenflug 1985; Verner and Yakovlev 1990; Verner and Ferland 1996; Seaton 1959; Shull and Steenberg 1982; Nussbaumer and Storey 1983) .
Electron thermal conduction
We take the thermal conduction flux in Eq. (4) to be
Here we assume that the electron energy E e cannot be transferred with a speed higher than the sound speed in an ion or electron gas, c si or c se , depending on which of these speeds is lower (in most cases this is the ion sound speed; see, for example, Bobrova, Sasorov 1993) .
In this way, we can indirectly take into account the electrical neutrality of the plasma as a whole (Imshennik and Bobrova 1997) . Thus, the heat conduction flux with any temperature gradient cannot be higher than its "saturated" value F sat = E e min(c si , c se ). The coefficient of electron thermal conductivity from Eq. (7) includes both the electronelectron and electron-ion thermal conduction. It is (Spitzer, Härm 1953) 
where k is the Boltzmann constant; e and m e are the electron charge and its mass, respectively; and Z is the mean ion charge. According to Spitzer and Härm (1953) (see also Borkowski et al. 1989 ), we calculate the latter from the formula
where the sums are taken on all ions of all chemical elements. The Coulomb logarithm is taken according to Cohen et al. (1950) 
The function ξ(Z) in (8) is of the order of unity. We took the expression for ξ(Z) from the paper by Borkovsky et al. (1989) (see also Max et al. 1980) :
The values of ξ(Z), obtained with the aid of this formula are in good agreement with those found by Spitzer and Härm (1953) . Thermal conductivity reaches its saturated value of F sat even at small temperature gradients, because the electron mean free path relative to collisions with ions is large (Imshennik and Bobrova 1997) :
Here Z is the mean charge, defined above. The mean free path λ accounts for an appreciable fraction of the SNR radius at T e ∼ 10 7 K ∼ 1 keV and can formally even exceed it at higher temperatures. In section 4, we assess the role of magnetic fields that effectively reduce the electron mean free path.
Note that the ion temperature T i in the two-temperature plasma can be so high that ions contribute appreciably to the thermal conductivity (Bobrova and Sasorov 1993) . We have not yet taken this effect into account (as in other astrophysical work on SNRs), but its consideration deserves the attention of theorists.
Radiative losses
The importance of radiative losses in metal-rich supernova ejecta was emphasized already by Hamilton and Sarazin (1984b) . These authors have shown that thermal instability and a catastrophic cooling of ejecta could develop already at early stages of an SNR evolution, for example, with the ejecta parameters, corresponding to the Tycho SNR. Nevertheless, in subsequent works on modeling the X-ray emission of the Tycho SNR (Itoh et al. 1988; Brinkmann et al. 1989; Badenes et al. 2003) , the radiative losses were disregarded.
Our calculations do take into account the radiative losses both in the interstellar medium and in the ejecta and confirm the conclusions reached by Hamilton and Sarazin (1984b) that these losses cannot be ignored without a special test, even for young SNRs. Figure 1 shows, for the W7 and MR0 models, the evolution of the thermal energy and the rate of its change in two Lagrangian zones, one belonging to the ejecta and the other -to the interstellar medium. The zones were chosen so that they were simultaneously heated by the reverse and forward shocks and a significant amount of iron was contained in the chosen ejecta zone. The models were computed up to the age of the Tycho SNR, which is about 430 yr. We see from Fig. 1 that the characteristic cooling time scale E/Ė for a gas element in the interstellar medium is very large ∼ 10 7 years.
In the ejecta, the thermal energy is an order of magnitude lower, while the losses are two orders of magnitude higher; i.e., they may still be considered small for the two models under consideration. However, it should be remembered that we have to average the radial density distribution for our one-dimensional code. In reality, the supernova ejecta can be essentially three-dimensional, so there are dense clumps in the rarefied matter whose cooling rate is appreciably higher than that of the matter on average. Such clumps can lose energy on the order of the thermal energy even by the age of the Tycho SNR.
We can illustrate such cooling by artificially increasing the density in one of the outer zones in our models. The outer layers of the MR0 model are rich in iron, which increases Fig. 1 for the MR0 model, but the density in the displayed zone was increased by a factor of 10, which leads to the growth of thermal instability in this zone in less than 100 yr. Here, the model with T e = T i is used. the cooling efficiency. A threefold increase of the density in one of these zones leads to faster cooling, than in the original model; still, the cooling time is > ∼ 1000 yr. A tenfold increase in density leads to the growth of thermal instability in this zone in less than 100 yr. This is clearly seen from Fig. 2 , which shows the thermal evolution of the zone with increased density in the MR0 model with T e = T i . Our calculations also indicate that, in the model with T e = T i the extra heating of the electrons through heat exchange with the ions that are heated much more strongly at the shock does not give stabilization: instability grows at the same SNR age. In contrast, thermal conduction can inhibit the growth of thermal instability in the electron gas.
Since the outer layers of the W7 model consist of a carbon-oxygen mixture, they cool more slowly. In addition, the expansion velocity in W7 is higher than that in MR0. Hence, the density of W7 drops faster, which also increases the cooling time. For these reasons, we failed to obtain thermal instability in this model in 1000 yr, while we find the catastrophic cooling in some of well-mixed models in a few hundred years without any artificial enhancement of density (if the thermal conduction is suppressed).
Thus, in the one-dimensional models we considered, the cooling proved to be not very significant for a Tycho-age SNR. However, for models with a flatter density distribution, a lower kinetic energy, or in the three-dimensional case, the cooling in an ejecta with clumps of gas in the outer layers can be significant, and the losses cannot be considered negligible on a time scale of several hundred years.
Energy exchange between electrons and ions
During the passage of a shock front, ions are heated more strongly than electrons, and their temperature T i breaks away from T e . The front structure with thermal conduction when T i = T e was studied in detail by Imshennik (1962) and Imshennik and Bobrova (1997) . For purely collisional (Coulomb) thermal energy exchange, the temperature equilibration rate in Eqs. (4), (5) is given by ν ie = 2 5/2 π 1/2 e 4 n i n e Z 2 i ln Λ m i m e k The question as to the role of collisionless processes in the energy exchange between the plasma components remains unsolved. As is suggested long ago by McKee (1974) , the plasma instabilities at the front can be so strong that the temperatures can become equal, and in certain cases one gets T e > T i according to the calculations by Cargill and Papadopoulos (1988) . See also Lesch (1990) , who discussed an efficient T e -T i equilibration mechanism. On the other hand, the interpretation of the observations for the young SNR 1006 by Laming et al. (1996) indicates that the electron temperature remains well below the ion temperature. The same conclusion (T e < 0.1 − 0.2T mean ) is reached by Hwang et al. (2002) for the Tycho SNR, however, they do not rule out the presence of a noticeable nonthermal "tail" in the electron distribution either.
To describe the effects of collisionless energy exchange, we use the following approach. We introduce a parameter q i that specifies the fraction of artificial viscosity Q, added to the pressure of ions in the equations (3), (5): P i = P i (thermal) + q i Q. In this case for the electronic component we put P e = P e (thermal) + (1 − q i )Q. If only the collisional exchange is taken into account, then q i = 1 and we get the standard system of equations with the heating of only ions at the front (Majorov 1986 ).
X-ray emission of SNRs under various physical assumptions
For each supernova model, we compute the SNR evolution under various assumptions, because the role of plasma effects, magnetic fields, etc., is not yet completely clear. In our calculations, the main cases correspond to the following assumptions. In all cases, the ionization kinetics is fully taken into account. The losses through radiation: free-free, i.e., Bremsstrahlung, free-bound, and bound-bound (in X-ray lines), are taken into account at each time step for the set of ions available at this step. Thus, the radiation depends not only on the density and temperature, but also on the preceding evolution of the ion composition. The computed SNR spectra were folded with the EPIC PN/XMM-Newton detector response matrix using the XSPEC software package (Arnaud 1996) .
Such processes as the thermal conduction, the plasma heating in shocks, and the rate of heat exchange can depend on magnetic fields and plasma instabilities. Therefore, their influence, for example, on the mean free path, was simulated by varying the parameter q i and introducing the factor C kill of F cond into Eq. (4). The factor C kill (0 ≤ C kill ≤ 1) describes the fraction of the thermal flux contributed to the system compared to the standard case (7), where the flux is limited only by the existence of a maximum speed (the speed of sound) for the heat carriers with no account of a possible decrease in the particle mean free path due to magnetic fields and plasma instabilities.
Despite all the uncertainty of the physical processes, we should take into account the fact that there must be relationships between them. For example, the presence of a magnetic field reduces sharply the particle mean free path: in place of the Coulomb mean free path (12), one should use the Larmor radius r L = mcu/eB. Even for weak fields (B ∼ 10 6 G), we have r L ≪ λ, i.e., C kill should be decreased. At the same time, the presence of a magnetic field most likely leads to the growth of plasma instabilities at the front, implying that the electron heating increases there, and the parameter q i must decrease. We have taken the case without a magnetic field (C kill = 1, q i = 1) to be the basic one. We also performed calculations with a reduced C kill and q i = 0.5. A detailed list of cases and their parameters are given in Table 2 . Case Cq can be interpreted as a full allowance for the possible effect of a magnetic field: it causes extra collisionless heating of the electrons at the shock front, so that the post-shock electron and ion temperatures become almost equal, and reduces significantly the electron mean free path by suppressing the thermal conduction. In case C with a magnetic field, the thermal conduction is also suppressed, but it does not lead to extra non-Coulomb heating at the front for some reasons. In case q, the electron heating at the front can be attributed to plasma instabilities unrelated to the magnetic field; in this case, the thermal conduction is fully taken into account according to Eq. (7). These four cases may be considered as the limiting ones that embrace the entire variety of possibilities encountered in actual SNRs. Figures 3 and 4 show the radial distributions of the electron and ion temperatures for the W7 and MR0 models for an age of 430 yr after the explosion, which roughly corresponds to the age of the Tycho SNR. The behavior of the electron temperature in the ejecta reflects our physical models well, and the overall structure of the ejecta is similar for the two explosion models. One can see clearly from the figures how significant the electron thermal conduction can be in young SNRs. Thus, in our basic model with cold electrons at the front and without suppression of the thermal conduction, the electron temperature between the primary and reverse shocks is completely equalized. For strong electron heating at the front, the picture is approximately the same; only a small electron temperature peak is observed in the zone behind the reverse shock. Since this spike is not long and the electron temperature rapidly reaches the value common to the entire SNR, this is unlikely to affect appreciably the ionization rate behind the shock front, but, of course, the equilibrium ionization state is higher due to the larger dissipation and the higher electron gas temperature at the shock front. The case with strong electron heating and suppressed thermal conduction would have led to the same distribution of the electron and ion temperatures if radiative losses were not important. However, as can be seen from the figures, the electron temperature in the ejecta near the contact discontinuity is appreciably lower than the ion temperature. The radiative losses are particularly important in the MR0 model with its higher metallicity, for the outer layers, and density.
The temperature of the shock-heated interstellar medium for any physics differs by no more than an order of magnitude, while this difference in the ejecta is much larger; therefore, one might also expect an appreciable effect of the physics on the radiation. Nevertheless, the integrated spectra (Figs. 5 and 6) prove to be almost insensitive to the physics, except for the continuum level and the small differences in the ratios of certain spectral lines). This is probably because the ionization in a SNR of such an age is time dependent. Although the the steady-state values of ionization differ markedly for different temperatures, the ionization rates are similar for all models. The differences in the spectra being studied can be explained mainly by different chemical composition and radial distributions of chemical elements in different models. Since iron lies deeper in W7 than in MR0, it is ionized later when the ejecta density drop appreciably due to the expansion (with a higher velocity). The ionization rate is much lower because the density is lower. As we see from Fig. 7 , the highest iron ion in W7 is FeXXI in the layers where iron is present in appreciable amounts and ionized most strongly, while in MR0 it is FeXXV. This is the reason why there are significant differences in spectra for different presupernova models.
A clear feature that distinguishes MR0 from W7 is the absence of K α iron lines in the W7 spectra in all four cases from Table 2 (the same is true for one-temperature hydrodynamics, T e = T i ).
In our list of lines, the K α iron line is presented only for FeXXIV-FeXXVI. Therefore, it comes as no surprise that this line is clearly seen in the theoretical spectrum (Fig. 6 ) in the MR0 model where the ionization reaches these high ions (see Fig. 7 ). In the W7 model, the ionization reaches only FeXXI (Fig. 7) . Nevertheless, it is interesting to assess the role of the excitation of such iron ions with several L-shell electrons: the question remains as to whether the K α line of iron ions will appear as they are excited from the inner K-shell.
It is clear, that in "standard" models with the temperature T e of the order ∼ 1 keV the excitation of innermost shell electrons is depressed in comparison with the ionization of peripheral electrons by the exponential factor exp(−∆E/T e ), where ∆E ∼ 7 keV is the transition energy. In the "hot" models, the question remains as to whether the excitation or even the knocking out of K-electrons followed by the emission of K α photons is possible at high mean thermal electron energies or in the presence of a noticeable nonthermal "tail" in their energy distribution. Nevertheless, it seems to us that the flux of such photons in W7 is much lower than that in MR0.
It is not easy to find the atomic data on the inner-shell transitions for iron with several electrons, although such work is conducted both experimentally and theoretically (see e.g., Goett et al. 1984; Zhang et al. 1990; Ballance et al. 2001; Whiteford et al. 2002) . To place an upper limit on the impact excitation rate σv of a transition, we use simple formulas by van Regemorter (1982) [see e.g. the formula (14.49) from the book by Vainshtein et al., 1979] :
σv ∼ 6 × 10 −8 f 12 Ry ∆E
where f 12 is the oscillator strength of the 1 → 2 transition, Ry = 13.6 eV (in this form this formula is valid for β > 1 and agrees well with the more accurate formula (9) from the paper by Sampson and Zhang (1988) . We find from this formula at T ∼ 10−20 keV, which is typical for the zones of K α iron lines formation in "the hot" models, σv ∼ 10 −12 cm 3 /s, if we take a very high value f 12 ∼ 0.4, as in the resonance transition of K α hydrogen-like ion FeXXVI. For the inner-shell transitions, for example, in FeXX, the value of f 12 is significantly lower, and most importantly, the electron density n e in the FeXX excitation region in W7 is an order of magnitude lower than that in MR0; i.e., the probability of the excitation of each ion, n e σv , is much lower in W7, which confirms our conclusion about the low probability of the K α iron lines being observable in this model. The observations by Decourchelle et al. (2001) indicate that this line is prominent in the Tycho SNR, but it is weaker than that in the MR0 model. The actual ejecta must probably be slightly less mixed and rapidly expanding than in MR0 or, conversely, less energetic and more mixed than in W7.
On the other hand, the W7 model better reproduces the observations from the viewpoint of the ratio between the Si XIII (∼ 2 keV) and Fe XVII (∼ 0.8 keV) blends. Again, in this case, a slightly more energetic and less mixed ejecta could also rectify the situation for MR0.
Thus, the analysis of the spectra makes it possible to choose an explosion model that better fits the observations and, hence, to understand which explosion mechanism is realized in nature. Yet it is difficult to determine what physical processes are important inside a young SNR from the spectrum alone. Another opportunity to study the physics of explosion is given to us by the surface brightness profiles in narrowband filters corresponding to certain lines of the X-ray spectrum. Figure 8 demonstrates the surface brightness distributions in lines of SiXIII (1.67 -2 keV) and Fe XVII (775 -855 eV) for four cases of both models, while Fig. 9 shows the same distributions for the models in Fe K (6.2 -6.6 keV) and FeXVII lines. The distribution in each line is shown relative to its central intensity. Their behavior (except for the Fe K line, which is almost absent in W7) is similar for both models, when the physical parameters are changed, although the relative positions of the emitting rings in different lines do not coincide with the observed one. Figure 9 . Fe K (solid) and FeXVII (dotted) line intensity distributions over the SNR relative to the intensity in the same lines at the center for the W7 and MR0 models.
Conclusions
We have performed for the first time hydrodynamic modeling of the evolution of young supernova remnants with a self-consistent allowance for the time-dependent ionization kinetics in a two-temperature plasma and the electron thermal conduction. We phenomenologically took into account the influence of magnetic fields on the thermal conduction and parameterized the effective electron heating at the shock front through plasma processes. A large change in thermal conduction parameters was shown to have a negligible effect on the X-ray spectra that we obtained by taking into account all of the major elementary processes and by convolving the theoretically predicted spectra with the EPIC PN/XMM-Newton detector response matrix.
One of our most important results is that the influence of radiative losses on hydrodynamics must be taken into account at the earliest evolutionary phases of SNRs. Thus, we have resolved the contradiction that has existed for twenty years between the results by Hamilton and Sarazin (1984b) , who showed the possibility of thermal instability growing in a metal-rich ejecta, and the complete neglect of this effect in other works on hydrodynamic modeling of young SNRs. In the models we considered, if the heat conduction is suppressed, the thermal instability grows to the point of catastrophic cooling in about a thousand years for a threefold density increase in one of the zones, and in less than 100 years for a tenfold density increase. In real three-dimensional models and when the ejecta interacts with the possible circumstellar matter, thermal instability can begin to grow much faster without artificial perturbations (if thermal conduction is not efficient).
Until now, our goal has not been to choose the best model to describe actual SNRs. However, our calculations of the X-ray spectra indicate that supernova models that lead to the production of iron in the outermost layers such as those obtained by Dunina-Barkovskaya et al. (2001) and Reinecke et al. (2002) are most promising for describing the observed iron lines.
The most important effect of those that we disregarded is, of course, the full threedimensional calculation of the hydrodynamics. The generation of nonthermal particles at shock fronts and the evolution and hydrodynamic influence of magnetic fields should be investigated on a more solid physical basis. Nevertheless, it seems to us that in any future development of the SNR theory, our efficient algorithm of a self-consistent coupling of hydrodynamics and kinetics of ionization will retain its significance.
